Anatomy Coloring Book (Kaplan Anatomy Coloring Book)
**Synopsis**

The easiest way to learn anatomy! Coloring the body and its systems is the most powerful and effective way to study the structure and functions of human anatomy. Kaplan’s Anatomy Coloring Book, Fifth Edition, presents elegant, detailed illustrations of the anatomical systems of the body, plus a unique tear-out muscle flashcard section for portable study. Realistic drawings accurately depict the human body and its three-dimensional anatomical relationships, while clear descriptive text highlights essential anatomical terms. Now with updated terminology reflecting modern practice, Kaplan’s Anatomy Coloring Book is the easiest way to learn human anatomy!

**Features:**
- 450+ detailed, realistic medical illustrations, including microscopic views of cells and tissues
- Key terms wedded to visuals: Clear descriptive overviews of each illustration, with major features in boldface to facilitate your ability to associate textual and visual information
- Self-quizzing: Fill-in-the-blank exercises for each illustration, accompanied by convenient bottom-of-the-page answer keys, allow for convenient self-testing
- 15 chapters covering the major body systems, plus physiological information on cells, tissues, muscles, and development
- Kaplan-exclusive flashcards: 96 perforated, flashcard-format illustrations of muscles to color and carry for study on-the-go
- Clear instructions for best coloring results
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**Customer Reviews**

This book was not a required material for my Anatomy 201 class, but my lab partner and I both
bought it and we have the highest grades in the glass. The section on bones was especially helpful and we are working on muscles now. There are not a lot of full body diagrams for muscles but you can tear out the muscle flash cards in the back. My lab partner tears the pages out and slips them into plastic page protectors. This way she can use a vis a vis marker to practice the same diagram over and over again. I filled mine out directly on the pages so I may order a second copy before the cumulative final for more practice.

I bought this as a graduation gift for my SO because she is starting med school next. This book is great for her because she took anatomy as a freshman in undergrad, and she needed the refresher before classes begin. She likes that you have to fill in the labels yourself, forcing you to think about the names. Even as a non-medical person I'll admit I wanted to learn some anatomy after flipping through this book myself. Or maybe I just want to color :)

Great Quality! Perfect for anyone needing to learn anatomy. Has a ton of information in the book. I would suggest covering the answer key at the bottom of the page so that you can quiz yourself. The pages are single sided so that you can color them without destroying another image, I love that about this book!

Anyone new to anatomy classes needs this book to survive

This book is a great supplement to other materials. Great visuals provided and useful for greater understanding of subject matter taught via a traditional textbook.

Flash cards are really helpful and effective, and the coloring really helps with the memorization :)

Always figured these were more the corny kids coloring books. I was very wrong, super detailed and I'm sure it would be perfect for a college student or higher to learn from! Very well designed book and layout.

Maybe I'm not supposed to note this, but this is free and available online if you search by name + PDF. It's not the complete book, but probably 80% of it, skipping pages here and there. I actually used it until the copy I purchased arrived. Free or not, it's worth getting. Pages of detailed drawing with explanations. In some cases the drawings are small and a bit fuzzy, like a xeroxed black and
white picture of a once colored picture. I like that there's an answer key on the bottom of the page. If
the answers are already put in place I tend to ignore them, unless I write them. It forces me to say
them, write them, and learn them myself. I'm glad I got this book, I've been struggling to find the
right one. For my basic needs, working in the medical field, and not training to become a doctor, this
book will do for now. I can go looking for more detailed ones later.
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